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                        Create Material-UI templates in minutes
                    

                    A visual editor for Material-UI (MUI) with a simple, intuitive drag & drop interface and hundreds of fantastic UI components.
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                    The #1 visual editor for busy developers
                

                
                    Easily create Material‑UI, Bootstrap, Bulma, and Tailwind CSS templates.
                

                
                    
                        All plans include access to 60+ beautiful UI libraries.
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            Build stunning layouts quickly

            Speed up your workflow in a few simple steps.

        

        
            
                
                    Step 1 of 3
                    Choose Material-UI theme

                    Shuffle offloads your company's design team. Included themes give you free rein to create any template. Change the basics and create something unique!

                    Try Demo
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                    Customize styles

                    If you want to control the details, don't worry! You'll get all 180 Material-UI variables to help you customize your templates.

                    Try Demo
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                    Step 3 of 3
                    Download source code

                    Click export and download the project with all sources. No external dependencies and no vendor lock-in. Smooth cooperation guaranteed!

                    Try Demo
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                UI Components for
                Material-UI
            

            Drag-and-drop UI components into the canvas and download the Material-UI project. Reclaim time for styling, adding back-end, or new features.
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                        We will calculate the license cost.
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                    The selected plan includes lifetimeannualmonthly access to the editor for Tailwind CSS, Bulma, Bootstrap, and Material-UI.


                    
                        A lifetime license is best for those who live by words "Front-end for Life!"

                        An annual subscription is best for those who create several projects per year.

                        A monthly subscription is best for those who are currently planning only one project.
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                                            60+ Beautiful UI libraries

                                            Switch between UI libraries and create unique projects every time. You have 10,000+ UI components at your disposal.
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                                            Flexible solution

                                            Work in your favorite technologies: Tailwind CSS, Bootstrap, Bulma, or Material‑UI (React).
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                                            Multiple products included

                                            Access the 
                                            Shuffle Editor,
                                            UI Library Creator,
                                            AI Assistant,
                                            Alternatives,
                                            Components Gallery, and create templates in the most convenient method for you.
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                                            No limits

                                            Create and export unlimited projects for yourself or your clients.
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                                            Plugin support

                                            
                                                Work the way you are comfortable. After exporting, improve your work in any IDE. Registered users can use our Visual Studio Code extension!
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                An online editor for busy developers.
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